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PRiiFACE
This study deals with the background and interest in
nhysical education activities of 150 women students of
Johnson C. Smith University.
The background of the students' interests deals with
the student' s physical condition as an asset or handicap
in participating in physical activities. Other means of
seeking information as to the student’s background was
through finding out whether or not they previously belonged
to any atr'letic clubs, where the activities they engaged-
in were learned, and which activities were carried on in
the home or family groups.
The next Information source dealt with the student'
s
high school background, the activities engaged in while
in high school, those enjoyed most v’hile in high school,
and those activities disliked while in high school.
The next phase of the study is to show the present
interest of the stud.ent by finding out the activities the
students wished to continue into college life, the activi-
ties they would like to learn, the activities they v/ould
rather v;atch than participate, and the activities they
wish to carry over into adult life.
It is hoped that the findings v'ill be of considerable
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v'omen. Through this study the rrlter wishes to meet the
needs of the students as well as stimulate their interest.
This study is made from s grouo of I 50 V/'omen Students
of Johnson C. Smith University. The information comes from
4^ Freshman students, 40 Soohomore students, 35 Junior
students and "^0 Senior students. The material is treated




Junior, and Senior and
then treated as a whole using the total of 150 women
students
.
It is the wish of the writer that the study will serve
as a guide in determining the future selection of
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'STUDY OF THE BACKGROUND AND INTEREST
IK PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES





Johnson C. Smith University is a Negro co-educatlonal
Institution located in the city of Charlotte, Fecklenburg
County, North Carolina.
The institution is operated under the ausoices of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. Since
1933 Johnson C. Smith University has been accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools as a
Class "A" college. The Institute is a member of the
Association of American Colleges, American Council on Edu-
cation, American Medical Association, American Association
of Theological Schools, Council on Theological Education of
the Presbyterian Church of the U. S. A. and the Presbyter-
ian College Union.
In the year of 1941-1942, ?’omen were admitted to the
Freshman Class. This was the beginning of a orogram for
women at Johnson C. Smith University. The Physical Educa-
tion orogram is still in a grovring orocess and it is the
puroose of this study to make suggestions to iraorove the
deoartment. At this stage of the program, there are, on
the average, twenty girls majoring in the field and thirty
girls minoring in physical education.
1

ATHLETICS IN JOHNSON C. SMITH UNIVERSITY
Athletic sports are permitted and encouraged within
certain prescribed limits, chiefly for the following
reasons: first, they nrovlde wholesome recreation; second,
they give healthful exercise in open air. Crowing youth
naturally seek recreation of some kind. This recreation
should be something radically different from their sedentary
habits of study. The faculty maintains supervision of the
athletics in order that it may be assured that the various
sports are conducted on a high and clean basis, and that
they are not indulged in to the extent that their studies
or duties are neglected.
The Board of Athletic Control, under whose direction
games of baseball, football, basketball, boxing, and. tennis
are played, is a member of the North Carolina Inter-Colle-
giate Athletic Association, and the Colored Inter-Collegiate
Athletic Association, organizations that have done much to
establish and maintain high standards in athletics.^
To further understand the background and present in-
terest of the student, such information has been gathered
as age of the student to comnare their age in classification
and activity interest. The state from which the student
^Johnson C. Smith University Bulletin . Charlotte, N. C.
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attended high school gives an ides of the activities offered
in different states. The nhysicsl condition of the student
hss been considered as a bearing on his like or dislike of
ohysical activities.
The students v'ere asked Questions concerning their
membershin in athletic clubs which also helns ,lud.ge their
interest and bsckground. Questions asked as to vrhere they
learned physical activities outside the high school gave rae
an idea of their enviroraent background. If the student
would rather observe than particina.te
,
they were asked, ”Vhy"
The carry-over interest was questioned along v-zith the
students' faTnily interests in physical activities; then
the economic condition was considered to get an idea, as to
hov' many students had free time for play and recreation or
if their free time was spent v/orking.
''To teach the skills of many types of
activities and provide sufficient opportunity
to use these skills so that a reasonable de-
gree of proficiency, which will encourage par-
ticipation outside of school and in the years
following the completion of school, can be
obtained .
^
^ American Association of School Administrators,
Health in Schools
,
Twentieth Yearbook, 12012 Sixteenth
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Ethel Saxraan made a study of the students'
use in leisure time activities learned in physical education
in state teachers colleges. bhe found that the students
continued in college those activities learned in high school
years. The leading recreations rere sv'imming, dancing,
tennis, basketball, and hiking. bhe secured exoert oninion
regarding the leisure time value of sixteen activities.
Of these sixteen activities hiking, sv/imming, dancing,
tennis, camping, handball, and golf v/ere outstanding. The
chief value of these activities is physical and social.
Hiking, swimming, and dancing are fundamental and traditional
forms of rhythmic activity; in these and in golf and camping
there is opportunity for individual exnression in the form
of the activity and some freedom of choice in regard to
one's companions. Greater mental value comes from organ-
ized games of baseball and basketball. They have little
value, however, as leisure activities in the opinion of ex-
perts of nhysical education.^
^ Saxman, Ethel Julia. Students use in Leisure- Time of
Activities Learned in Physical Education in State
Teachers Colleges . Contribution of Education, No. 217
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PREVIOUS WOPJf IN THE FIELD
Throuf^h research the ’"riter found
the following studies that have simi-
larity to the nature of this study.
1 . A S tudy o f the Interests of the Pennsylvania Stat e
Co l lege Freshmen in Cert ain Formal and Natural
Phy sical Activities
,
Davis, E. C. 1930-1932.
2 . Individua l Di fferences in Interests and Physical
Traits as Related to High School Girls in Physical
Ed ucation . Driftmer, E.
,
Oberlin College, Oberlin,
Ohio, March 1933, Research Quarterly No. 1. Vol. IV,
Pn. 19S-220.





Research Quarterly No. 4,
December, 1934





V. T., Thesis 1948, Boston
University, Boston, Mass.
5 . Physica l Education Ob.lectives and Activity Interests






1948, Boston University, Boston, Mass.
^ • Professional Program for 3'onien in Heal th and Physical
joducation in Negro Teacher-Trai ning Colleges and
Universities, Collins, L. F.
,
Service Parer 1949,
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Statement of the Prob l em - The -oroblem of this study v’as
to find the bsckpround and interest in nhysical
education activities of Johnson C. Smith Uni-
versity ''’omen.
Purnose of the Stud y
By means of the interviev', school records and a
questionnaire filled out by the women students, the nurpose
of the study was -
1. To find out the background or knowl-
edge the student has in nhysical education
activities
.
2. To find out the activities the stu-
dent enjoys most.
3* To find out the activities in
physical education disliked by the stu-
dent .
4. To find out which activities the
student wishes to continue in college
life
.
5 . To find out the activities the stu-
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To find out the activities the stu-
dent v/ould rather be a spectator than a
parti cinant
.
7* To find out which physical education
activities the student wishes to carry
over into adult life.
8. To discover the needs for a revised
program in physical education in the
University
.
9 . To show the need for a community
recreational program.
10.
To evaluate certain activities com-
mon to students in terms of participa-
tion, enjoyment, and potential value
in the personal and professional devel-
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The study is made from information obtained from 150
women students of Johnson C. Smith University. The students
are from the Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior classes.
There are 45 freshmen, 40 sophomores, 35 juniors, and 30
seniors included in the survey of 150 students v;ho sup-
plied information for this study.
The study was limited to students betv/een the apes of
17 and 30 years, those with slight or no nhysical disabil-
ities, and those questionnaires which were nearest com-
pletion.
The information obtained is based on the records
gathered from the school files, nurses' reports, and
questionnaires filled out by women students.
The purpose of the study is to make recommendations
and suggestions to assist in reviving the program in
girls' physical education at Johnson G. Smith University






Procedure and Procurement of Data
Procedure
The writer of this study is a member of the faculty
at Johnson C. Smith University and ha.s been for three
years
.
The background of the student was checked through
interview and the questionnaire, the interest in physical
education activities by observation of the students
and the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was personally issued to the girls
by the writer with directions and information on filling
them out. They were collected and checked by the writer.
The school files were checked as for economic con-
ditions of the students and the nurses files were checked
to verify their disabilities.
A total of 200 questionnaires were issued and 150 of
these were chosen as the most complete and accurate. These
150 questionnaires were considered a justifiable sample
of the balanced four groups of students; namely, freshmen,





The entire tabulation is based on the information found
in the 150 questionnaires. Vhere there v/as a question
as to the correct ansv^er, the school files and nurses re-
ports v;ere checked.
Each item in the questionnaire v/ill be tabulated and
discussed separately. Some of the information v/ill be
shown in table form. There will be a comnarison of the
tables and the information as a whole.





giving a total of 150 questionnaires
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The following information was obtained from the 150
questionnaires and school files; it is the data used in
the study of the background and interest in physical
education activities of Johnson C. Smith v;omen.
The first question asked was:
ITm I and II
Classification - Age
The students of J. C. Smith University range from
the Freshman to the Senior class and special students.
The questionnaires v;ere filled out by women students
from the ages of 17 to 30 years.
The following Table will explain the questionnaires
issued and those used:
TABLE I
Distribution of questionnaires and percentage of
' those used on background and interest in ohysical education
activities of Johnson C. Smith women.
Classification Forms Issued Forms Used Percentage
Freshman 50 45 90
Soohomore 50 40 80
Junior 50 35 70
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Table I shows the number of questionnaires issued and
the number used, giving the percent of Questionnaires from,
each class.
ITEM III
Location of High School from which the student
v;as graduated.
The students of Johnson C. Smith University are from
different parts of the country, therefore, their back-
grounds vary considerably. The majority of the students
are from the South, particularly from the state of North
Carolina
.
Table II will give an idea of the location of the
different high schools from which the women of Smith
vrere graduated.
TABLE II
Various states from which 150 Smith women were
graduated from high school.
State Number
North Carolina .... 108
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New York 3 2
Table II shows that the largest percent of students
come from North Carolina and a large number of the other
students in this study are from Southern states. There-
fore, the study is made up of the background and in-
terests in nhysical education of southern women.
ITEM IV
The physical condition of the students is, as a
whole, very good. Their background and interest, generally,
is governed by their physical condition. Those with




Johnson C. Smith University ^’’’omen
From the Nurses' Report - of 79 Freshmen
girls, 8, or 11 percent have tonsil defects;
5 or 6 percent have dental defects; 2 or 3
nercent have syphillis which has been treated;

1 or 1 oer cent has second degree Kyohosis; 1
or 1 percent has a defonr.lty of the snine and
nelvis
.
From the Soohomore group of 46 women, 4
or 8 percent have tonsil (defects; 1 or 2 per-
cent has acne.
Out of the Junior class of 78 women 4 or
5 percent have tonsil defects; 2 or 3 percent
have dental defects; 1 or 1 percent has vision
defects; and 4 or 5 percent with syphillis
v/hich has been treated.
From 80 Senior students was found 7 or
9 percent with bad tonsils; 1 or 1 percent
w'ith low blood pressure; and 2 or 3 percent
of the Senior women with syphillis which
had been treated
Other physical v?eaknesses c'’ aimed by
the 150 students questioned were female
trouble, slight heart condition, high blood
pressure, low blood pressure, diabeties,
bad eyes, weak back, under- and overweight,
kidney trouble, and neurosis.
The students who need medical care are treated by
the school physician and all participate in some physical
activity moderated to their physical condition.
ITEM V
Reasons for non-participation in physical activities
The reasons given by 6, or 4 percent of 150 students
vere as follows:
Bad sight, injured leg, heart
condition, recovering from an oper-
ation, X-T. B. patient, and little
or no time for activities because
time must be spent vrorking,
.
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The students who do not partlcipste are given
excuses from the school nurse or school physiclan--
this number is very small.
The vrorking students participate during class periods
but have no time for extra curriculum activities.
ITEM VI
Are you a member of an Athletic Club? If so what
kind and where?
Seventeen students, or 11 percent of the
150 students v/ere members of Athletic Clubs. Those listed
were
:
Levadobs Athletic Club. . .
.
Y. V'. C. A









Dutchess Social & Athletic


















If activities engaged in v^ere not learned in high
school, where vrere they learned?
The students gave the follovring answers:
At home in Jackson, Florida; Community Center
in Charlotte, N. C.; Johnson C. Smith University,
Charlotte, N. C.; Barber Scotia College, Concord, N.C.

16
Elementary School, Charlotte, N. C.; Girls' Camp
in N. Carolina; Playground, N. Carolina; in Sum-
mer Camp, New York; Girls’ Reserve, Charlotte,
N. C.; Girl Scouts, Charlotte, N. C.; Community
Center, Georgia; Summer Camp, Kimball, W. Virginia;
Park, Gastonia, N. C,; Home, Oxford, N. C.; Tennis
Club, Jacksonville, Florida; Community Center,
Oxford, N. C.
The students had various sources of learning activ-
ities outside high school, but the largest number of
North Carolina students said they had learned their
activities at Johnson C. Smith University.
ITEM VIII
If you are not interested in physical activities, V/hy?
Eleven students, or 7 percent, were not interested
and gave the following reasons:
Because of a vreak physical condition;
used up too much energy; Just not interested;
too strenuous; v/ould rather watch; depends
upon how I feel; because they are not good
at them; not enough interest for participa-
tion; would rather watch others; rather watch
the ones they are not skilled in; don't like
to be bothered.
There were few students not interested in physical
activities. Those not interested gave the above reasons.
There should be something to stimulate their interest and
make them feel tbe need and want to participate.
nm IX
If you would rather be an observer than a particioant,
V.'hy?

Twenty-one students, or 14 percent of 150
students would rather snectate. The students gave the fol-
lowing reasons:
Not physically able to participate;
more enjoyable to spectate than to nar-
ticipate; some games they would rather
watch; would rather v;atch the activity
they are not skilled in; depends upon
hov; they feel; not interested enough to
particinate
.
All the ansvrers to this question of non-participation
were similar, most times due to a physical condition or
lack of interest.
ITEM X
^^hich activities do you wish to continue in adult life
The following activities rated the highest:
Tennis, Card Games, Social Dancing, Bicycl-
ing, Swimming, Hiking, Softball, V/alking,
Modern Dancing, Table Tennis, and Horse-
back Riding.
This information can be found in Table 37*
ITEM XI
What are your family activities?
The activities most of the students partici-
pate in with members of their family are Softball,
Swimming, Tennis, Dancing, Card Games, Walking,
Fishing, Parties, picnicing, bicycling. Table




V<h?5t is your economic condition?
From this question v;as obtained the general con-
dition of the families of the students. This group of
students are from fair to average in family conditions
with a sm.all percent of really poor students. The parents’
occupations are as follows:
Mothers: School Teachers, Cosmetologists,
Seamstresses, Laundresses, Domestics, House-
wives, Proprietors of businesses. Cafeteria
Managers, Dietitians, Nurses, Day ’"orkers.
Fathers: Ministers, Civil Service, Insurance
Agents, Druggists, Lawyers, Doctors, Rail-
road Porters and Waiters, I'£ail Carriers,
Formen, Laborers, Textile Workers, Janitors,
Brick Masons, Mechanics, Painters, Firemen,
Contractors, Retired, Clerks, Shipping Clerks,
Carpenters, Industrial ’''orkers, Operator of
Lumber Com.pany, Engine Cleaners, Dry Gleaners,
Teachers, Chauffers, Barbers, and Steel
Workers
.
From, this group of 150 students, we have a large
number on Work Aid and scholarshios . Others are sup-
ported by parents, guardians, and relatives. Some of these
students work during the summer and part-time v/ork during
the winter; therefore, they haven't much time for recre-
ation, and because of home conditions, there cannot be
much recreational activity encouraged.
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The next part of the questionnaire deals with the
following:
Number and Percentage of 45 Freshmen ^o-
men v/ho Participated in Various Physical Activ-
ities while in High School.
In this group Softball ranked the highest with 4l
,
or 91 percent, participants; Hiking with 32, or 71 per-
cent, participants; Bicycling with 30, or 66 percent,
participants; Social Dancing with 30, or 66 percent,
participants; Volleyball with 29, or 64 percent, par-
ticipants; Walking with 29, or 64 percent, participants;
Basketball with 28, or 62 percent, participants; Card
Games with 23, or 51 percent, participants; Tennis with
21, or 46 percent, participants; Marching with 21, or
46 percent, participants; Horse Shoes with 20, or 44
percent, participants; Table Tennis with 19, or 42 per-
cent participants; Skating with 17, or 37 percent, par-
ticipants; Camping with 15, or 33 percent, participants;
Badminton with 13, or 28 percent, participants; Baseball
with 12, or 26 percent, participants; Swimming with 12,
or 26 per cent, participants ; Setting up exercises with
11, or 24 percent, participants; Tap Dancing with 11,
or 24 percent, participants; Folk Dancing with 11, or
24 percent, participants; Modern Dancing with 10, or
22 percent, participants.
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PARTICI^^ATFD IN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES '"HIDE IN HIGH SCHOOL
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Number and Percentage of 45 Freshmen
Students Who Enjoyed Various Physical Activ-
ities While In High School.
Bicycling ranked the highest In this group with
32, or 71 percent, participants; followed by Social Danc-
ing with 30, or 66 percent, participants; Basketball with
25, or 55 percent, participants; Softball with 24, or 53
percent, participants; Card Games with 23, or 51 percent
participants; Tennis with 17, or 37 percent, participants;
Hiking 16, or 35 percent, participants; Volleyball with
14, or 31 percent participants; Horse shoes with 13, or
28 percent, participants; Skating with 12, or 26 percent,
participants; Camping with 11, or 24 percent, partici-
pants; Relays with 10, or 22 percent; participants;
Modern Dancing with 10, or 22 percent, participants;
Swimming with 9, or 20 percent, participants; Folk Danc-
ing with 9, or 20 percent, participants; Table Tennis
with 7, or 15 percent, participants; Walking with 6, or
13 percent, participants; Marching with 6, or 13 per-
cent, participants; Baseball with 5, or 11 percent, par-
ticipants; Setting up exercises with 5, or 11 percent,
participants; Stunts with 5, or 11 percent, participants;
Badminton with 4, or 8 percent, participants; Calesthenlcs
with 4, or 8 percent, participants; Tumbling with 4, or
8 percent, participants; Horseback Riding with 3, or 6
percent, participants.
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TABLE IV
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 45 FRFSKNAN STUD'ENTS
’^’KO ENJOYrD VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ^niLE IN HI^-K SCHOOL
Activity No. Particioants Per cent
Bicycling 52 71
Social Dancing 30 66
Ba<^ketball 25 B5
Softball 24 53








Modern Dancing 10 22
Sv'imming, 9 20
Folk Dancing 9 20
Table Tennis 7 15
’'’a Iking 6 13
vlarching 6 13
Baseball 5 11





Horseback Riding 3 6
Canoeing. 3 6





























NUI',1BER AND PERCENTAGE OF 4? FRESHMAN STIJDENTS
'gho enjoyed various
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ”'HILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
















Number and Percentage of 45 Fresh-
men Students Who Disliked Various Physical
Activities while in High School.
In this group Softball had the highest average with
11, or 24 percent, participants; Basketball 10, or 22
percent, participants; Walking 7, or 15 percent, parti-
cipants; Baseball 6, or 13 percent participants; Darts
5, or 11 percent, participants; Marching 5» or 11 per-
cent, participants; Volleyball 4, or 8 percent, parti-
cipants; Swimming 4, or 8 percent, participants; Golf
4, or 8 percent, participants; Field ball 3, or 6 per-
cent, participants; High Jumping 3» or 6 percent, par-
ticipants; Hiking 3, or 6 percent, participants; Box
Hockey 3, or 6 percent, participants; Horse shoes 3, or
6 percent, participants; Bowling 3, or 6 percent, par-
ticipants; Calesthenlcs 3, or 6 percent, participants;
Relays 3, or 6 percent, participants; Rifle Shooting,
3, or 6 percent, participants; Skating, 2, or 4 percent,
participants; Badminton2, or 4 percent, participants;
Shuffleboard 2, or 4 percent, participants; Canoeing 2,
or 4 percent, participants; Water Polo 2, or 4 percent,
participants; Card Games 2, or 4 percent, participants;
Tumbling 2, or 4 percent, participants; Modern Dancing
2, or 4 percent, participants.
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TABLE V
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 45 FRESHMAN STUDENTS
T:ho DISLIKED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’^'HTLE IN rllGH SCHOOL
Activity No. ParticiDants Per cent
Softball 11 24
f Baeketball 10 22
v:s Iking 7 15
Baseball 6 13
Darts 5 11





Field ball 3 6
High Jumning 3 6
Hiking 3 6
Box' Hockey 3 6
I
Horae shoes 3 6
' Bowling 3 6
Calesthenics 3 6
Relays 3 6






^'a ter Polo 2 4
Card Games 2 4
Tumbling 2 4
Modern Dancing 2 4
Tap Dancing 2 4










































NUI'-ffiER AKD PERCEMTAGS Ob' 45 FRE-’SHimN STUE’ENTS
WHO DISLIKED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’’^HILE lY HIGH SCHOOL















Number and Percentage of 45 Fresh-
men Students Who Wish to Continue Various
Physical Activities V^TiHe In College.
The highest average In this group is Social Dancing
with 20, or 44 percent, participants; Softball with 19,
or 42 percent, participants; Basketball 15, or 33 percent,
participants; Tennis 15, or 33 percent, participants;
Card Games 15, or 33 percent, participants; Bicycling
13, or 28 percent, participants; Hiking 10, or 22 percent,
participants; Volleyball 9, or 20 percent, participants;
Table Tennis 9, or 20 percent, participants; Badminton 9,
or 20 percent, participants; Folk Dancing 9, or 20 percent,
participants; Swimming 8, or 17 percent, participants;
Modern Dancing 8, or 17 percent, participants; Interpre-
tive Dancing 8, or 17 percent, participants; Skating 7,
or 15 percent, participants; Horse shoes 7, or 15 percent,
participants; Calesthenics 6, or 13 percent, participants;
Relays 6, or 13 percent, participants; Camping 6, or 13'
percent, participants; Walking 5, or 11 percent, partici-
pants; Waltzing 5» or 11 percent, participants; Speedball
4, or 8 percent, participants; Setting up exercises 4, or
8 percent, participants; Archery 3, or 6 percent partici-
pants.
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NUIJIBER ANT) PERCENTAGE OF 45 FRI- Sn’f;iAN STUDENTS
V'HO riSH 'TO CONTINUE VARIOUS
PH SI CAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN COLLEGE
Activity No. Participants Per cent
Social Dancing 20 44
Softball 19 42
Basketball 15 33
Tenni s 15 33




Ta.ble Tennis 9 20
Badminton 9 20
Folk Dancing 9 20
Sv;imming 8 17
Modern D^^ncing 3 17
Interpretive Dancing 3 17
Skating 7 15





















NUMBER AND PERCENTArrE OF 45 FRESHMAN STUDENTS
WHO WISH TO CONTINUE VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ”"HILE IN COLLEGE
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Number and Percentage of 45 Fresh-
men Students Who Would Like to Learn
Various Physical Activities While in
College
.
In this group Swimming ranked highest with 21, or
46 per cent, participants; Tennis 15, or 33 percent, par
tlcipants; Golf 14, or 31 percent, participants; Archery
13, or 28 percent, participants; Horseback Riding 13, or
28 percent, participants; Badminton 12, or 26 percent,
participants; Bowling 12, or 26 percent, participants;
Modern Dancing 12, or 26 percent, participants; Diving
9, or 20 percent, participants; Interpretive Dancing 9,
or 20 percent, partlcioants ; Basketball 8, or 1? per-
cent, participants; Skiing 8, or 17 percent, participant
Skating 8, or 17 percent, participants; Rifle Shooting
8, or 17 percent, participants; Folk Dancing 8, or 17
percent, participants; Tap Dancing 8, or 17 percent,
partlcioants; Volleyball 7, or 15 percent, participants;
Table Tennis 7, or 15 percent, participants; Fencing 7,
or 15 percent, participants; Canoeing 7, or 15 percent,
participants; Soccer 6, or 13 percent, participants;
Shuffleboard 5, or 11 percent, participants; Box Hockey
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-MUI'BER A"-:D PERCENTAGE OF 45 FRESHEAN STUDENTS
mo V'OULD LIKE TO LEARN VARIOUS








Horseback Riding 13 28
Badminton 12 26
Bowling 12 26





Ba sketball 8 17
Skiing 8 17
Ska ting 8 17
Rifle Shooting 8 17
Folk Dancing 3 17
Tan Da.ncing 8 17
Volleyball 7 1“^




Shuf fleboard 5 11
Box Hockey 5 11
Character Dancing 5 11
Sneedball 4 8
Field Hockey 4 8
Darts 4 8




T4UMBER AI'JD PERCET:TACtE OF 45 fTiESHR'AN STUDI-NTS
rno WOULD like to learf various
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ^'’HILE IN COLLEGE










































Number and Percentage of 45 Fresh-
men Students Fho ^ould Rather Watch Various
Physical Activities than Participate in Them.
In this group Basketball ranked the highest with
16, or 35 percent, participants; Baseball 14, 31 percent,
participants; High Jumping 13, or 28 percent, participants;
Track 10, or 22 percent, participants; Boxing 9, or 20
percent, participants; Softball 7, or 15 percent, parti-
cipants; Field ball 6, or 13 percent, participants;
Box Hockey 6, or 13 percent, participants; Horse shoes
6, or 13 percent, participants; Fencing 5, or 11 percent,
participants; Ice Hockey 5, or 11 percent, participants;
Rifle Shooting 5, or 11 percent, participants; Diving 4,
or 8 percent, participants; Archery 4, or 8 percent,
participants; Calesthenlcs 4, or 8 percent, participants;
Stunts 4, or 8 percent, participants; Tap dancing 5 or 8
percent, participants; Handball 3, or 6 percent, parti-
cipants; Swimming 3, or 6 percent, participants; Bad-
minton 3 , or 6 percent, participants ; Darts 3 » or 6
percent, participants; Bowling 3, or 6 percent, parti-
cipants; Apparatus 3, or 6 percent, participants;
Tumbling 3, or 6 percent, participants; Modern Dancing
3, or 6 percent, participants; Interpretive Dancing 3, or
6 percent, participants; Waltzing 3» or 6 percent, par-
ticipants.
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NUT/.BER Ar-’D PERCENTAGE 4B FRESHMAN STUDENTS
’^HO FOULD FATHER FATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN 'PARTICIPATE IN THEM
Activity
_No . Perticipants Per cent
Basketball 16 35
Baseball 14 3I




Field ball 6 I3
Box Hockey 6 I3
Horse shoes 6 I3
Fencing 5 11
Ice Hockey 5 11













Modern Dancing 3 6
Interoretive Dancing 3 6
"a It zing 3 6
Field ball 2 4
Table Tennis 2 4































NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 45 FRESHMAN STUDENTS
rnO ^VOULD RATHER TATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN PARTICI^TATE IN THEM


















Number and Percentage of 45 Fresh-
men Students ^Tio Would Carry Over Various
Physical Activities into Adult Life.
Swimming ranked the highest in this group with 26,
or 57 percent, participants; Tennis 26, or 57 percent,
participants; Camping 25, or 55 percent, participants;
Card Games 17, or 37 percent, participants; Hiking 13,
or 28 percent, participants; Horseback Riding 13, or
28 percent, participants; Modern Dancing 13, or 28
percent, participants; Volleyball 12, or 26 percent,
participants; Table Tennis 11, or 24 percent, partici-
pants; Social Dancing 10, or 22 percent, participants;
Folk Dancing 9, or 20 percent, participants; Bowling
8, or 17 percent, participants; Badminton 7, or 15
percent, participants; Walking 7, or 15 percent, par-
ticipants; Box Hockey 7, or 15 percent, participants;
Basketball 6, or 13 percent, participants; Skating 5,
or 11 percent, participants; Archery 5, or 11 per-
cent, participants; Diving 4, or 8 percent, partici-
pants; Canoeing 4, or 8 percent, participants;
Character Dancing 4, or 8 percent, participants;
Speedball 3, or 6 percent, participants; Setting up
exercises 3, or 6 percent, participants.
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TABLE IX
IfJIvIBER A^D PERCEM^^AGE OF 45 FRESHTAK STUDENTS
"'HO roULD CARRY OVER VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES INTO ADULT LIFE




Card G-ames 17 37
Hiking 13 28
Horseback Riding 13 23
Modern Dancing 13 28
Volleyball 12 26
Table Tennis 11 24
Social Dancing 10 22










Character Dancing 4 8
Speedball 3 6
Sitting up exercises 3 6
Baseball 2 4
Handball 2 4
Field ball 2 ^
Skiing 2 4
Track 2 4
High Jumping 2 4
Shuffleboard 2 4

NUii03ER AND PERCENTAGE OF 45 FRESHMAN STUDENTS
?T-iO WOULD CARRY OVER VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES IN'3'0 ADULT LIFE
-Activity No. Participants Per Cent
Horse shoes 2 4
Stunts 2 4
Interpretive Dancinp, 2 4
’^altzin^ 2 4












Number and Percentage of 40 Sopho-
more Students who Participated in Various
Physical Activities Fhile in High School
Softball ranked the highest with 32, or 80 percent,
participants; Social Dancing 27, or 68 percent, partici-
pants; Volleyball 26, or 65 percent, participants; Hiking
26, or 65 percent, participants; Walking 25, or 63 per-
cent, participants; Bicycling 25, or 63 percent, partici-
pants; Card Games 23, or 58 percent, participants;
Basketball 22, or 55 percent, participants; Marching 22,
or 55 percent, participants; Table Tennis 21, or 53 per-
cent, participants; Horse shoes 19, or 48 percent, par-
ticipants; Relays 19, or 48 percent, participants;
Skating 17, or 43 percent, participants; Setting up
exercises 17, or 43 percent, participants; Folk Danc-
ing 16, or 40 percent, participants; Badminton 15, or
38 percent, participants; Modern Dancing 15, or 38 per-
cent, participants; Tennis 13, or 33 percent, partici-
pants; Camping 13, or 33 percent, participants; Darts
12, or 30 percent, participants; Calesthenlcs 12, or
30 percent, participants; Soccer 11, or 28 percent,
participants; Baseball 10, or 25 percent, participants;
High Jumping 10, or 25 percent, participants.
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NUMBH'R AND PERCENTAGE OF 40 SOPHO^'ORE STUDENTS
^HO PARTICIPATE^ IN VARIOUS













































































NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 4C SOPHOMOIE STUT^ENTS
WHO PARTICIPATED IN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ^'HILE IN HIGH SCHOOL

































Number and Percentage of 40 Sopho-
more Students TTho Enjoyed Various Physical
Activities nille In High School
Bicycling ranked the highest in this group with 26,
or 65 percent, participants; Softball 24, or 60 percent,
participants; Social Dancing 23, or 58 percent, partici-
pants; Hiking 19, or 48 percent, participants; Card
Games 19, or 48 per cent, participants; Basketball 17,
or 43 percent, participants; Skating 16, or 40 percent,
participants; Baseball 13, or 33 percent, participants;
Volleyball 13, or 33 percent, participants; Horse shoes
13 » or 33 percent, participants; Marching 13, or 33
percent, participants; Relays 12, or 30 percent, parti-
cipants; Camping 12, or 30 percent, participants;
T^alklng 11, or 28 percent, participants; Modem Dancing
11, or 28 percent, participants; Table Tennis 10, or 25
percent, participants; Stunts 9, or 23 percent, parti-
cipants; Folk Dancing 9, or 23 percent, participants;
Setting up exercises 7, or 18 percent, participants;
Tennis 6, or 15 percent, participants; Badminton 6, or
15 percent, participants; Track 5, or 13 percent, par-
ticipants; Canoeing 5, or 13 percent, participants;
^ater Polo 5, or 13 percent participants; Shuffleboard
4, or 10 percent participants.
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TABLE XI
NUIvlP.ER AND PERCENTAGF: OF 40 SOPHOEiORE STUDF;NTS
rno ENJOYED VARIOUS










































































N-Ui/-BER AND PERCENTAGE OF 40 SOPHOMORE STUDET:TS
V/HO ENJOYED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
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Number and Percentage of 40 Sopho-
more Students l"ho Disliked Various Physical
Activities ^ile in High School.
In this group Track ranks the highest with 9, or
23 percent, participants; Stunts 6, or 15 percent, parti-
cipants; Softball 4, or 10 percent, participants; Setting
up exercises 4, or 10 percent, participants; Basketball
3, or 8 percent, participants; Swimming 3» or 8 percent,
participants; Horseback Riding 3, or 8 percent, partici-
pants; Bicycling 3, or 8 percent, participants; Field
Hockey 3, or 8 percent, participants; Calesthenics 3,
or 8 percent, participants; Marching 3, or 8 percent,
participants; Relays 3, or 8 percent, participants;
Rifle Shooting 3 , or 8 nercent, participants; Speedball
2, or 5 percent, participants; High Jumping 2, or 5 per-
cent, participants; Table Tennis 2, or 5 percent, par-
ticipants; Archery 2, or 5 percent, participants; Walk-
ing 2, or 5 percent, participants; Hiking 2, or 5 per-
cent, participants; Horse shoes 2, or 5 percent, parti-
cipants; Lacrosse 2, or 5 percent, participants; Base-
ball 1 , or 3 percent, participants; Skiing 1, or 3 per-
cent, participants; Diving 1 , or 3 percent, participants;
Boxing 1 , or 3 percent, participants.
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TABLE XII
NUMBE' AND PERCENTAGE OF 40 SOPROMORE STUDENTS
V^HO DISLIKED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’•^HILE IN HIGH SCHOOL




























Rifle Shooting 3 8
Speedbali 2 5
High Jumping 2 5
















^njMRER AND PEPCENTAGE OF 40 SOPHOMORE STUDENTS
^HO DISLIKED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’''HILE IN HIGH SCHOOL











#Number and Percentage of 40 Sopho-
more Students Who Wish to Continue Various
Physical Activities ”lille In College.
Softball ranks the highest with 18, or 45 percent,
participants; Social Dancing 18, or 45 percent, partici-
pants; Hiking 15, or 38 percent, participants; Volleyball
13, or 33 percent, participants; Bicycling 13, or 33 per-
cent, participants; Basketball 12, or 30 percent, parti-
cipants; Badminton 12, or 30 percent, participants;
Horse shoes 12, or 30 percent, participants; Card Games
11, or 28 percent, participants; Folk Dancing 11, or
28 percent, participants; Walking 10, or 25 percent,
participants; Swimming 9, or 23 percent, participants;
Tennis 9, or 23 percent, participants; Table Tennis
9, or 23 percent, participants; Skating 8, or 20 per-
cent participants; Marching 8, or 20 percent, parti-
cipants; Modem Dancing 8, or 20 percent, participants;
Calesthenics 7, or 18 percent, participants; Stunts 7,
or 18 percent, participants; Camping 7, or 18 percent,
participants; Baseball 6, or 15 percent, participants;
Setting up exercises 6, or 15 percent, participants;
Relays 6, or 15 percent, participants; Archery 5, or
13 percent, participants; Canoeing 5, or 13 percent,
oartlcipants; Darts 5» or 13 percent, participants.
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TABLE XIII
KUJ.1BEB A’;jD PERCENTAG-E CE 40 SOPHOMOxRE STUDENTS
V'HO ^'ISH "'0 CONTINUE VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’?^HILE IN COLLEGE
Act ivity No. Participants Per cent
Softball 18 45












Table Tennis 9 23
Skating 8 20
Marching 20
Modern Dancing 8 20














NUI^^BER klTD PERCENTAGE OF 40 SOPHOMORE STUDENTS
7fHO ’.''ISH TO CONTINUE VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES 7‘HILE IN COLLEGE



























Rifle Shooting 1 3
Lacrosse 1 3

Number and Percentage of 40 Sopho-
more Students Fho ^ould Like to Learn
Various Physical Activities While in
College
.
In this group Darts ranks highest with 17, or 43
percent, participants; Skating 16, or 40 percent, partici
pants; Box Hockey 15, or 38 percent, participants; Swim-
ming 14, or 35 percent, participants; Tennis 14, or 35
percent, participants; Horseback Riding 13, or 33 percent
participants; Interpretive Dancing 12, or 30 percent,
participants; Canoeing 11, or 28 percent, participants;
Tetherball 10, or 25 percent, participants; Archery 10,
or 25 percent, participants; Skiing 8, or 20 percent,
participants; Character Dancing 8, or 20 percent, par-
ticipants; Card Games 6, or 15 percent, participants;
Tap Dancing 6, or 15 percent, participants; Water Polo
5, or 13 percent, participants; Rifle Shooting 5, or
13 percent, particioants ; Modern Dancing 5, or 13
percent, participants; Softball 4, or 10 percent, par-
ticipants; Handball 4, or 10 percent, participants;
Diving 4, or 10 percent, participants; Table Tennis
4, or 10 percent, participants; Field Hockey 4, or 10
percent, participants; Modern Dancing 4, or 10 percent,
participants
.
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TABLE XIV
KUI'.'iBER AIvlO PERCENTAG-E OF 40 SOPHOEORE STUDENTS
miQ WOULD LIKE TO LEARN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’:'HILE IN COLLEGE
Activity No. P^rticiopnts Per cent
Dq rts 17 43
Skating 16 40
Box Hockey 15 33
Swimming 14 35
Tennis 14 35
Horseback Riding 13 33




Ski ing 8 20
Character Dancing 8 20
Card G-a.mes 6 15
Tap Dancing 6 15
”’ater Polo 5 13
Rifle Shooting 5 13




Table Tennis 4 10
Field Hockey 4 10
Modern Dancing 4 10
Baseball 3 8
Speedball 3 8
Field ball 3 8
Badminton 3 8












NUIvlBER AND PERCMTAGE OF 40 SO^MORE STUDENTS
RHO WOULD LIKE TO LEAR:’ VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’"HILL IN COLLEGE
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Number and Percentage of 40 Sopho-
more Students ’."^ho Would Rather Watch
Various Physical Activities Than Parti-
cipate In them.
In this group Boxing Is the highest in rank '.'^Ith
14, or 35 percent, participants; Baseball 13, or 33 per-
cent, participants; Basketball 12, or 30 percent, par-
ticipants; Track 10, or 25 percent, participants; High
Jumping 9, or 23 oercent, participants; Golf 7, or 18
percent, participants; Calesthenics 7, or 18 percent,
participants; Stunts 7, or 18 percent, participants;
Snowshoeing 6, or 15 percent, participants; Skiing 6,
or 15 percent, participants; Fencing 6, or 15 percent,
participants; Swimming 5, or 13 percent, participants;
Softball 4, or 10 percent, participants; Speedball 4,
or 10 percent, participants; Diving 4, or 10 percent,
participants; Soccer 4, or 10 percent, participants;
Archery 4, or 10 percent, participants; Relays 4, or
10 percent, participants; Tumbling 4, or 10 percent,
participants; Field ball 3, or 8 percent, participants;
Tetherball 3, or 8 percent, participants; Deck Tennis
3, or 8 percent, participants; Shuffleboard 3» or 8
percent, participants; Coasting 3, or 8 percent, par-
ticipants.
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TABLE XV
NQi/iBER AMD PERCENT AG-}:: OF 40 &OPHOMORE STUDENTS
rnO WOULD RATHER ’^ATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN PARTICIPATE IN THEM















































NUIvfBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 40 SOPHOMORE STUDE!:TS
r-'HO WOULD PJVTHER ^'ATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN PARTICIPATE IN THEM
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Number and Percentage of 40 Sopho-
more Students Who Would Carry Over Various
Physical Activities into Adult Life.
In this group Social Dancing ranked highest with
20, or 50 percent, participants; Tennis 17, or 43 per-
cent, participants; Card Games 17, or 43 percent,
participants; Bicycling 15, or 38 percent, participants
Swimming 14, or 35 percent, participants; Softball 13,
or 33 percent, participants; Hiking 13, or 33 percent,
participants; Folk Dancing 13, or 33 percent, partici-
pants; v.alking 12, or 30 percent, participants; Diving
11, or 28 percent, participants; Modern Dancing
,
or
28 percent, participants; Golf 9, or 23 percent, par-
ticipants; Badminton 8, or 20 percent, participants;
Canoeing 8, or 20 percent, participants; Camping 8,
or 20 percent, participants; Skating 7, or 18 percent,
participants; Basketball 6, or 15 percent, participants
Darts 6, or 15 percent, participants; Bowling 6, or 15
percent, participants; Interpretive Dancing 6, or 15
percent, participants; Waltzing 6, or 15 percent, par-
ticipants; Archery 5, or 13 percent, participants;
Volleyball 4, or 10 percent, participants; Shuffleboard
4, or 10 percent, participants.
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TABLE XVI
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE CF 40 SO?HOf/ORE £T‘JDENTS
vHO V:oULD CARRY OVER VARIOUS



































































NUMBER AND PERCENTAC-E OF 40 SOPHOMORE STUDENTS
WHO WOULD GARRY OVIiiR VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES INTO ADULT LIFE








































Number and Percentage of 35 Junior
Students Who Participated in Various
Physical Activities While in High School
Softball is the highest ranking in this group
with 27, or 77 percent, participants; Volleyball 26, or
74 percent. Hiking 26, or 74 percent, participants;
Social Dancing 26, or 74 percent, participants; Basket-
ball 23, or 66 percent, participants; Walking 23, or 66
percent, participants; Marching 22, or 63 percent, par-
ticipants; Bicycling 20, or 57 percent, participants;
Card Games 20, or 57 percent, participants; Horse shoes
19, or 54 percent, participants; Tennis 18, or 51 per-
cent, participants; Relays 17, or:="49 percent, participant
Setting up exercises 16, or 46 percent, participants;
Skating 15, or 43 percent, participants; Calesthenics
15, or 43 percent, participants; Baseball 14, or 40
percent, participants; Folk Dancing 13, or 37 percent,
participants; Badminton 10, or 29 percent, participants
High Jumping 8, or 23 percent, participants; Tumbling
8, or 23 percent, participants; Camping 8, or 23 per-
cent, participants; Handball 7, or 20 percent, partici-
pants; Swimming 7» or 20 percent, participants; Horse-
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PERCENTAGE OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
PARTICIPAT’'D IN VARIOUS
ACTIVITIES while IN HIGH SCHOOL
Activity No. Parti cipants Per cent
Softball 27 77
Von eyball 26 74
Hiking 26 74





Card Games 20 57
Horse shoes 19 54
Tennis 18 51
Table Tennis 18 51
Relays 17 49




Folk Dancing 13 37
Badminton 10 29
High Jumping 8 23




Horseback Riding 7 20
Track 6 17
Archery 6 17




NUMBER A^TD PERCENTAGE OF 35 m.’IOR
WHO PARTICIPATED IN VARIOUS


















































Number and Percentage of 35 Junior
Students Who Enjoyed Various Physical
Activities While in High School.
In this group Softball has the highest rank of
25, or 71 percent, participants; Social Dancing 22, or
63 percent, participants; Bicycling 20, or 57 percent,
participants; Hiking 18, or 51 percent, participants;
Basketball 17, or 49 percent, participants; Card games
14, or 40 percent, participants; Volleyball 12, or 34
percent, participants; Horse shoes 12, or 34 percent,
participants; Skating 10, or 29 percent, participants;
Tennis 10, or 29 percent, participants; Marching 9,
or 26 percent, participants; Table Tennis 8, or 23
percent, participants; Walking 8, or 23 percent, par-
ticipants; Calestbenics 7, or 20 percent, participants;
Camping 7, or 20 percent, participants; Folk Dancing
7, or 20 percent, participants; Relays 6, or 17 per-
cent, participants; Rifle Shooting 5, or 14 percent,
participants; Horseback Riding 5, or 14 percent,
participants; Modem Dancing 5, or 14 percent, partici-
pants; Swimming 4, or 11 percent, participants; Bad-
minton 4, or 11 percent, participants; Handball 3» or
9 percent, participants; Archery 3» or 9 percent, par-
ticipants.
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PERCENTAGE OF 3B JiJNIOR STUT'ENTS
ttho enjoyid various
AC^'IVITIES rilLE IN HI':’H SC-OOL
Activity No. 1 ciof^nts Per cent
Softball 25 71




Card Games 14 40
Volleyball 12 34























B^ield ball 2 6
Track 2 6
High Jumoing 2 6
Sitting up exercises 2 6
Interpretive Dancing 2 6

66
'ULCBF.R ATrD PERCEXTAn-E OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
WHO ENJOYFD VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN HIGH SC' OOL
Activity No. P^? rticioants Per cent





Snov’ shoeing 1 3
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Number and Percentage of 35 Junior
Students Who Disliked Various Physical
Activities While In High School.
Volleyball Is the highest ranking in this group
with 7, or 20 percent, participants; Relays 7, or 20 per
cent, participants; High Jumping 6, or 17 percent, par-
ticipants; Setting up exercises 6, or 17 percent, par-
ticipants; Field Hockey 5, or 14 percent, participants;
Speedball 4, or 11 percent, participants; Horse shoes
4, or 11 percent, participants; Baseball 3, or 9 per-
cent, participants; Swimming 3, or 9 percent, partici-
pants; Track 3, or 9 percent, participants; Darts 3,
or 9 percent, participants; Calesthenlcs 3» or 9 per-
cent, participants; Marching 3, or 9 percent, par-
ticipants; Folk Dancing 3 , or 9 percent, participants;
Field ball 2, or 6 percent, participants; Skiing 2,
or 6 percent, participants; Loop Tennis 2, or 6 per-
cent, participants; Badminton 2, or 6 percent, par-
ticipants; Soccer 2, or 6 percent, participants;
Bicycling 2, or 6 percent, participants; Ice Hockey
2, or 6 percent, participants; Stunts 2, or 6 percent,
participants; Interpretive Dancing 2, or 6 percent,
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PERCEKTACfE 0? 3'^ JU^’'I0R STUD: RTS
YHO DISLIKED VARIOUS
ACTIVITIES "'HILE IN HIGH SCHOOL



































































NU^TBER MW PP]RCEMTAG-' OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
TT-IO DISLIKED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ^^TUILE IN HIC-H SCHOOL























Number and Percentage of 35 Junior
Who Wish to Continue Various Physical
Activities While in College.
Softball, the highest in rank in this group, has
24, or 69 percent, participants; Social Dancing 20, or 57
percent, participants; Bicycling 15, or 43 percent, par-
ticipants; Basketball 14, or 40 percent, participants;
Hiking 14, or 40 percent, participants; Table Tennis 13,
or 37 percent, participants; Tennis 12, or 34 percent,
participants; Card G-ames 11, or 31 percent, participants;
Folk Dancing 10, or 29 percent, participants; Walking 9,
or 26 percent, participants; Skating 8, or 23 percent,
participants; Baseball 7, or 20 percent, participants;
Volleyball 7, or 20 percent, participants; Horseback
Riding 7, or 20 percent, participants; Handball 6, or
17 percent, participants; Badminton 6, or 17 percent,
participants; Horse shoes 6, or 17 percent, participants;
Calesthenics 6, or 17 percent, participants; Camping 6, or
17 percent, participants; Modern Dancing 6, or 17 percent,
participants; Interpretive Dancing 6, or 17 percent,
participants; Marching 5, or 14 percent, participants;
Paddle Tennis 4, or 11 percent, participants; Golf 4,
or 11 percent, participants.
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TABLE XX
MITMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
THO WISH TO CONTINUE VARIOUS
. PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES V'hILE IN COLLEGE
Activity No. Participants Per cent
Softbal 1 24 69




Table Tennis 13 37
Tennis 12 34
Card Gaines 11 31
Folk Dancinp: 10 29
Walking. 9 26
Ska tins: 8 23
Baseball 7 20
Volleyball - 7 20
Horseback Riding . 7 20
Handball 6 17
Badminton 6 17
Horse shoes 6 17
Calesthenics g 17
Camping 6 17
Modern T'ancina 6 17
Internretive Dancing 6 17
Marching 5 14










NTJI.1BER AND PERGi:NTACrN OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
l?HO TO CONTINUE VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ^VIILE IN COLLEGE
Activity No. Participants Per cent
Canoeing 3 9
Rifle Shooting 3 9
^'^altzing 3 9
Tap Dancing 3 9
B’ield ball 2 6
Boxing 2
Bowling 2





















Number and Percentage of 35
Juniors Who Would Like to Learn
Various Physical Activities While
in College.
In this group Canoeing is the highest ranking
activity with 12, or 3^ percent, participants; Golf 12
or 3^ percent, participants; Horseback Riding 10, or
29 percent, participants; Diving 9, or 26 percent, par
ticipants; Darts 9, or 26 percent participants; Skiing
8, or 23 percent, participants; Tap Dancing 7, or 20
percent, participants; High Jumping 6, or 17 percent,
participants; Soccer 6, or 17 percent, participants;
Interpretive Dancing 6, or 17 percent, participants;
Skating 5 , or 14 percent, participants; Tennis 5, or
14 percent, participants; Archery 5, or 14 percent,
participants; Bowling 5, or 14 percent, participants;
Character Dancing 5, or 14 percent, participants;
Basketball 4, or 11 percent, participants; Handball
4, or 11 percent, participants; Loop Tennis 4, or
11 percent, participants; Badminton 4, or 11 percent,
participants; Shuffleboard 4, 11 percent, participants
Field Hockey 4, or 11 percent, participants; Card
Games 4, or 11 percent, participants; Stunts 4, or 11
percent, participants.
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TABLE XXI
AND PLRCKr'TAG-L OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
^"riO ’JOULD LIKE TO LEAR!^ VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN COLLEGE
Activity No. Participants Per cent
Canoeing 12 34
Golf 12 34




Tan Dancini7 7 20
Hierh Jumninf/ 6 17
Soccer 6 17





Character Dancing c; 14
Basketball 4 11
Handbai 1 4 11
Deck Tennis 4 11
Looo Tennis 4 11
Badminton 4 11
Shuffleboard 4 11
Field Hockey 4 11
Card Games 4 11
Stunts 4 li
Sneedbal ’’ 3 9
Tetherball 3 9
Paddle Tennis 3 9
V/ater Polo 3 9
Box Hockey 3 9
Turribllng 3 9

NUMBER km) PERCENTAGE OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
rUO N'OULD LIKE ^0 LEARN VARIOUS
PH^ifSIGAL ACTIVITIES HilLE IN COLLEGE
























Number and Percentage of 35 Juniors
Who Would Rather Watch Various Physical
Activities than Participate in Them.
In this group Basketball heads the list with 8, or
23 percent, participants; Boxing 8, or 23 percent, par-
ticipants; Basdball 7, or 20 percent, participants;
Box Hockey 7, or 20 percent, parti cinants ; Track 6, or 17
percent, participants ; Rifle Shooting 6, or 17 percent,
participants; Volleyball 5, or 14 percent, participants;
Fencing 5, or 14 percent, participants; Skiing 4, or 11
percent, participants; High Jumping 4, or 11 percent,
participants; Modern Dancing 4, or 11 percent, par-
ticipants; Tap Dancing 4, or 11 percent, participants;
Handball 3i or 9 percent, participants; Speedball 3»
or 9 percent, participants; Loop Tennis 3» or 9 per-
cent, participants; Bowling 3, or 9 percent, partici-
pants; Stunts 3, or 9 percent, participants; Water
Polo 3, or 9 percent, participants; Softball 2, or
6 percent participants; Badminton 2, or 6 percent, par-
ticipants; Horseback Riding 2, or 6 percent, partici-
pants; Horse shoes 2, or 6 percent, participants;
Ice Hockey 2, or 6 percent, participants; Setting up
exercises 2, or 6 percent, participants;
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NUI;:BER AHD percentage of 35 JUI^IICR ETUDEivTS
WHO WOULD RATHER WATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN PARTICIPATE IN THEM




Box Hockey 7 20
Track 6 X7




High Jumning 4 11
Modern Dancing 4 11
Tap Dancing 4 11
Handball 3 9
Speedball 3 9
Loon Tennis 3 9
Bowling 3 9
Stunts 3 9
Water Polo 3 9
Softball 2 6
Badminton 2 6
Horseback Riding .... 2
Horse shoes 2
Ice Hockey 2
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NMBER AND PERCEKTAC-E OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
\TdO WOULD RATHER WATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN PAR^['ICIPATE IN THEM





























Number and Percentage of 35
Junior Students Who Would Carry Over
Various Physical Activities Into Adult
Life.
In this group Social Dancing heads the list with
13, or 37 percent, participants; Softball 12, or 34 per-
cent, participants; Hlkihg 12, or 34 percent, participant
Walking 11, or 31 percent, participants; Tennis 10, or
29 percent, participants; Card Games 10, or 29 percent,
participants; Table Tennis 9, or 26 percent, participants
Bicycling 9, or 26 percent, participants; Folk Dancing 9,
or 26 percent, participants ; Swimming 8, or 23 percent,
participants; Modern dancing 8, or 23 percent, partici-
pants; Basketball 7, or 20 percent, participants;
Horseback Riding 6, or 17 percent, participants; Bad-
minton 5, or 14 percent, participants; Archery 4, or
11 percent, participants; Horse shoes 4, or 11 percent,
participants; Bowling 4, or 11 percent, participants;
Interpretive Dancing 4, or 11 percent, participants;
Baseball 3, or 9 percent, participants; Volleyball 3,
or 9 percent, participants; Diving 3, or 9 percent,
participants; High Jumping 3» or 9 percent, partici-
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TABLE XXIII
NUl'^PER AND ''ERCEl']'. AGK OF 3? JUNIOR ST^JDENTS
V'HO T.'OULD CARRY OVER VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES INTO ADULT LIRE
Activity No. 'Participants Per cent





Card Games 10 29
Table Tennis 9 26
bicycling 9 26











































NUI^BER km PERCENTAGE OF 35 JUNIOR STUDENTS
V'OULD CARRY OVER VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES INTO ADULT LIFE






















Number and Percentage of 30 Senior
Students who Participated in Various
Physical Activities ^ile in High School.
Softball ranks highest on the list with 27 or
90 percent, participants; Social Dancing 22, or 73 per-
cent, particlpants;Hlking 22, or 73 percent, participant
Basketball 20, or 67 percent, participants; Walking 19,
or 63 percent, participants; Skating 18, or 60 percent,
participants; Volleyball IS, or 60 percent, participants
Tennis 17 , or 57 percent, participants; Card Games 17,
or 57 percent, participants; Bicycling 16, or 53 per-
cent, participants; Horse shoes 12, or 40 percent, par-
ticipants; Relays 12, or 40 percent, participants;
Stunts 11, or 37 percent, participants; Folk Dancing 11,
or 37 percent, participants; Baseball 10, or 33 percent,
Swimming 10, or 33 percent, participants; Modem Danc-
ing 10, or 33 percent, participants; Table Tennis 9, or
30 percent, participants; Calesthenlcs 9, or 30 per-
cent, participants; Marching 9, or 30 percent, par-
ticipants; Setting up exercises 8, or 27 percent, par-
ticipants; Handball 6, or 20 percent, participants;
High Jumping 6, or 20 percent, participants; Field
ball 6, or 20 percent, participants.
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TABLE XXIV
NUl^BER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
WHO PARTICIPATED IN VARIOUS

































































NMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
V:HO PARTICIPATED IN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES r.'HILE IN lilG-H SCHOOL





















Tan Dancing 2 7
Bowling 2 7
Character Dancing 1 3
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Number and Percentage of 30 Senior
Students VTio Enjoyed Various Physical
Activities While In High School.
In this group Social Dancing ranks highest with
22, or 73 percent, participants; Softball 18, or 60
percent, participants; Bicycling 18, or 60 percent,
participants; Card Games 18, or 60 percent, partici-
pants; Basketball 16, or 53 percent, participants;
Skating 14, or 4? percent, participants; Hiking 12,
or 40 percent, participants; Relays 11, or 37 per-
cent, participants; Tennis 10, or 33 percent, parti-
cipants; Baseball 9, or 30 percent, participants;
Volleyball 9, or 30 percent, participants; Horse
shoes 9, or 30 percent participants; Modem Dancing
9, or 30 percent, participants; Stunts 9, or 30 per-
cent, participants; Walking 7, or 23 percent, par-
ticipants; Calesthenlcs 6, or 20 percent, partici-
pants; i?’olk Dancing 6, or 20 percent, participants;
Table Tennis 6, or 20 percent, participants; Horse-
back Riding 5, or 17 percent, participants; Marching
4 or 13 percent, participants; Camping 4, or 13 per-
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NUi^BER AED PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STiJEENTS
V>'HO ENJOYED 7ARI0US


































































NUl'IBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
WHO ENJOYED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL










Ice Hockey • . . . 1
Souash 1
Character Dancing 1 3
f: ‘'t
.1
Niimber and Percentage of 30
Senior Students TTho Disliked Various
Physical Activities While in High
School
.
The highest ranking activity in this group is
High Jumping with 6, or 20 percent, participants; Base-
ball 4, or 13 percent, participants; Speedball 4, or
13 percent, participants; Track 4, or 13 percent, par-
ticipants; Boxing 4, or 13 percent, particlnating;
Soccer 4, or 13 percent, participating; Calesthenics
4, or 13 percent, participating; Marching 4, or 13
percent, participating; Badminton 3» or 10 percent,
participating; Archery 3, or 10 percent, participating;
Walking 3, or 10 percent, participating; Canoeing 3,
or 10 percent participants; Tumbling 3, or 10 percent,
participants; Rifle Shooting 3> or 10 percent partici-
pants; Tetherball 2, or 7 percent participants; Div-
ing 2, or 7 percent, participants; Horseback Riding 2,
or 7 percent, participants; Bicycling 2, or 7 percent,
participants; water Polo 2, or 7 percent, participants;
Field Hockey 2, or 7 percent, participants; Golf 2,
or 7 percent, participants; Horse shoes 2, or 7 per-
cent, participants; Bowling 2, or 7 percent, partici-
pants.
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NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
V.T10 DISLIKED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES rHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
Activity No. Participants Per cent
High Jumninp 6 20
Baseball 4 13
Speed ball 4 13
Track 4 13
Boxing 4 13
I Soccer 4 13
I
Calesthenics 4 13






Rifle Shooting 3 10
Tetherball 2 7
Diving 2 7
Horseback Riding 2 7
Bicycling 2 7
T'ater Polo 2 7
Field Hockey 2 7
Golf 2 7
Horse shoes 2 7
Bowling 2 7
Ice Hockey 2 7
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NUMBER AJ'T) percentage OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
"^HO DISLIKED VARIOUS
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Number and Percentage of 30 Senior
Students Who Wish to Continue Various
Physical Activities TThile in College.
Softball ranks the highest in the group with 14,
or 4? percent, participants; Social Dancing 13, or 43
percent, participants; Tennis 12, or 40 percent, par-
ticipants; Basketball 11, or 37 percent, participants;
Bicycling 10, or 33 percent, participants; Card Games
10, or 33 percent, participants; Swimming 9, or 30 per-
cent, participants; Volleyball 8, or 27 percent, par-
ticipants; Folk Dancing 7, or 23 percent, partici-
pants; Modern Dancing 7, or 23 percent, participants;
Walking 6, or 20 percent, participants; Marching 6,
or 20 percent, participants; Horse shoes 6, or 20
percent, participants; Skating 5, or 17 percent,
participants; Table Tennis 5, or 17 percent partici-
pants; Fencing 5, or 17 percent, participants; Cales-
thenlcs 5, or 17 percent, participants; Relays 5, or
17 percent, participants; Baseball 5, or 17 percent
participants; Badminton 3, or 10 percent, participants
Setting up exercises 3, or 10 percent, participants;
Stunts 3, or 10 percent, participants; Tumbling 3, or
10 percent, participants.
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NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
WHO WISH TO CONTINUE VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES W^^ILE IN COLLE'^^E
Activity No. Perticl-Dsnts Per cent
Softball 14 47




Card G-a.raes 10 3B
Swimming 9 30
Volleyball 3 27
Folk Dancing 7 23
"odern Dancing 7 23
Walking 6 20
Marching 6 20
Horse shoes 6 20
Skating 5 I7






































NUJ-IBER AED PERCENTAGK OF 30 2miOH STUDENTS
^‘ 0 ^"ISH TO C''NTINUE VARI^iUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES V^aLE IN COLLEGE






















Number and Percentage of 30 Senior
Students ^Tio ^^ould Like to Learn Various
Physical Activities While In College.
The highest ranking activity In this group Is
Bowling with 14, or 4? percent, participants; Golf 12,
or 40 percent, participants; Swimming 11, or 37 per-
cent, participants; Tennis 11, or 37 percent, parti-
cipants; Skiing 8, or 27 percent, participants; Table
Tennis 7, or 23 percent, participants; Horseback Rld-
Ing 7, or 23 percent, participants; Canoeing 7, or
23 percent, participants; Tap Dancing 7, or 23 per-
cent, participants; Archery 6, or 20 percent, par-
ticipants; Rifle Shooting 6, or 20 percent, parti-
cipants; Volleyball 5» or 17 percent, participants;
Deck Tennis 5, or 17 percent, participants; Badmin-
ton 5, or 17 percent, participants; Soccer 5, or
17 percent participants; Diving 5, or 17 percent,
participants; Loon Tennis 4, or 13 percent, par-
ticipants; Paddle Tennis 4, or 13 percent, partici-
pants; i?'olk Dancing 4, or 13 percent, participants;
Modern Dancing 4, or 13 percent, participants;
Basketball 3, or 10 percent, participants; High Jump-
ing 3» or 10 percent, participants.
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TABLE XXVIII
NUMBER km PERCENTAGE OF 30 SEI^IOR STUDENTS
V.'HO ^^'OULD LIKE TO LEARN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ^HILE IN COLLEGE

































































JMTOBER Am PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
'•"HO WOULD LIKE TO LEARN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ’'^’KILE IN COLLEGE
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Number and Percentage of 30 Senior
Students Who Would Rather Watch Various
Physical Activities Than Participate in
Them
.
In this group Boxing leads the list with 12, or
40 percent, participants; High Jumping 11, or 37 per-
cent, participants; Baseball 9, or 30 percent, parti-
cipants; Fencing 9, or 30 percent, participants;
Basketball 7, or 23 percent, participants; Swimming
7, or 23 percent, participants; Diving 7, or 23 per-
cent, participants; Track 6, or 20 percent, partici-
pants; Handball 5, or 17 percent, participants;
Volleyball 5, or 17 percent, participants; Skiing
5, or 17 percent, participants; Skating 5, or 17 per-
cent, participants; Field Hockey 5, or 17 percent,
participants; Apneratus 5, 17 percent, participants;
Coasting 4, or 13 percent, participants; Horseback
Riding 4, or 13 percent, participants; Horse shoes 4,
or 13 percent, participants; Calesthenics 4, or 13
percent, participants; Waltzing 4, or 13 percent,
participants; Tap Dancing 4, or 13 percent, partici-
pants; Softball 3, or 10 percent, participants;
Speedball 3, or 10 percent, participants.
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TABLE XXIX
NIB;!BER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
FHO WOULD RUi.THER ^"ATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN PARTICIPATE IN THEM
Activity No. PJ^rticioants Per cent
Boxing 12 40











Field Hockey 5 17
Apparatus 5 17
Coasting 4 13
Horseback Riding 4 13
Horse shoes 4 13
Calesthenics 4 13
Waltzing 4 13
Tap Dancing 4 13
Softball 3 10
Soeedball 3 10
Field ball 3 10
Tennis 3 10
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NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
THO WOULD RATHER WATCH VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAN PARTICIPATE IN THEM
Activity No. ParticiDants Per cent





Folk Dancing 3 10
Interoretlve Dancing 3 10
Paddle Tennis 3 10
Shuffleboard 2 7
Bicycling , 2 7




Rifle Shooting 2 7
Social Dancing 2 7
Modern Dancing 2 7
Character Dancing 2 7
Tetherball 2 7
Deck Tennis 1 3
Loon Tennis 1 3
Badminton 1 3
Soccer 1 3
Card Games 1 3

Number and Percentage of 30
Senior Students ^ho V'ould Carry Over
Various Physical Activities Into
Adult Life.
In the group Tennis ranks highest with 18, or
60 percent, participants; Card Games 16, or 53 per-
cent, participants; Social Dancing 16, or 53 per-
cent, participants; Swimming 10, or 33 percent, par-
ticipants; Hiking 10, or 33 percent, participants;
Walking 9, or 30 per cent, participants; Horseback
Riding 9, or 30 percent, participants; Bicycling
9, or 30 percent, participants; Softball 8, or 2?
percent, participants; Golf 7, or 23 percent, parti-
cipants; Modern Dancing 7, or 23 percent, partici-
pants; Basketball 6, or 20 percent, participants;
Calesthenlcs 6, or 20 percent, participants; Bad-
minton 5» or 17 percent, participants; Canoeing 4,
or 13 percent, participants; Horse shoes 4, or 13
percent, participants; Bowling 4, or 13 percent,
participants; Stunts 4, or 13 percent, participants;
Camping 4, or 13 percent, participants; Handball 3,
or 10 percent, participants; Volleyball 3, or 10
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TABLE XXX
iJUHBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
™ ”'OULD GARRY OVER VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES INTO ADULT LIFE
Activity No. Participants Per cent
Tennis 60





















Vo Ileyball 3 10
Skating 3 10










NU^1BER AND PERCENTAGE OF 30 SENIOR STUDENTS
rno ^OULD CARRY OVER VARIOUS
^
PxHYSIGAL ACTIVITIES INTO ADULT LIFE
Activity No. Participants Per cent
Ice Hockey 2 7
Marching 2 7
Annaratus 2 7
Folk Dancing 2 7











Tap Dancing 1 3
Character Dancing 1 3
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Number and Percentage of 150 Students
Tho Participated in Various
Physical Activities While in High School
In this group Softball came first with 127, or 84
per cent, participants; Hiking, 106, or 70 per cent,
participants; Social Dancing 105, or 70 percent, par-
ticipants; Volleyball 99, or 66 percent, participants;
Walking 96, or 64 percent, participants; Basketball 93,
or 62 percent, participants; Bicycling 90, or 60 per-
cent, participants; Card Games 84, or 56 percent, par-
ticipants; Marching 74, or 49 percent, participants;
Horse shoes 70, or 46 percent, participants.
Number and Percentage of 150 Students
Who Enjoyed Various
Physical Activities While in High School
Social Dancing heads this group with 97, or 64
percent, participants ; Bicycling 96, or 64 percent,
participants; Softball 91, or 60 percent, partici-
pants; Basketball 75, or 50 percent, participants;
Card Games 74, or 49 percent, participants; Hik-
ing 65, or 43 percent, participants; Skating 52, or
34 percent, participants; Volleyball 48, or 32 per-
cent, participants; Horseshoes 47, or 31 percent,
participants; Tennis 43, or 28 percent, participants.
Number and Percentage of 150 Students
Who Disliked Various
Physical Activities ?'hile in High School
High Jumping leads this group with 17, or 11
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TABLE XXXI
NUiyiBER AND PERCENTAGE OF IBO STUDENTS
ymo PAR'^ICIPATED IN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES Nr.ILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
Activity No. Partici-nants Per cent
Softball 127 84
Hiking 106 70





Card G-araes 84 56
Marching 74 49






Folk Dancing 5I 34
Sitting up exercises 50 33








High Jumping 27 18
Handball 26 17
Shuffleboard 24 16




NUTvIiBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 150 STUDENTS
WHO PARTICIPATED IN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
Activity No. Part icin?5nt s Per cent
Soccer 21 14
Horseback Riding 19 12




Rifle Shooting 10 6
Waltzing 9 6
Tap Dancing 8 5
Golf 8 5
Diving 6 4
Paddle Tennis 6 4
Canoeing 6 4
Field Hockey 6 4




Deck Tennis 2 1
Coasting 2 1
Sno^»7 shoeing 2 1
p1
1






















NUB^BER AND PERCENTAGE OF I50 STUDENTS
WHO enjoy^-:d various
























Horseback Riding. . . . ,
Darts
Track
No. Particinants Per cent
Tumbling ....
Internret ive



































NUMBER AND PERCENTACrE OF I 50 STUDENTS
WHO ENJOYED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
Activity No. Particioants Per cent
Archery 6 4
Handball 6 4
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TABLE XXXIII
NUIi/IBER PERCEMTAGE OF 150 STUDENTS
WHO DISLIKED VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
Activity No. Particioants Per cent







Rs seball . . 14 9
Cale sthenics B
’”^’8 Iking 8
Vol Veyball 11 7
Sv’imming 7
Field Hockey 7
Horse shoes .... 11 7



















NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 150 STUDENTS
WHO DISLIKED VARIOUS













































participants; Basketball 15, or 10 percent, participants;
Marching 15, or 10 percent, participants; Relays 15, or
10 percent, participants; Baseball 14, or 9 percent, par-
ticipants; Calesthenlcs 13, or 8 percent, participants;
l^alklng 12, or 8 percent, participants; Volleyball 11, or
7 percent, participants; Swimming 11, or 7 percent par-
ticipants.
Number and Percentage of 150 Students
Who Wish to Continue Various
Physical Activities While in College
Softball ranks highest in this group with 75, or
50 percent, participants; Social Dancing 71, or 47 per-
cent, participants; Tennis 58, or 30 percent, partici-
pants; Basketball 52, or 34 percent, participants;
Bicycling 51, or 34 percent, participants; Card Games
47, or 31 percent, participants; Hiking 44, or 29 per-
cent, participants; Volleyball 37, or 24 percent, par-
ticipants; Jj'olk Dancing 37, or 24 percent, participants;
Table Tennis 36, or 24 percent, participants.
Number and Percentage of 150 Students
Who Would Like to Learn Various
Physical Activities While in College
In this group Swimming leads with 62, or 41 per-
cent, participants; Golf 53, or 35 percent, participants;
Bowling 52, or 34 percent, participants; Tennis 45, or
30 percent, participants; Horseback Riding 43, or 28 per-
cent, participants; Canoeing 37, or 24 percent, partici-
pants; Archery 34, or 22 percent, participants; Skiing
32, or 21 percent, participants; Skating 31, or 20 per-
cent, participants; Interpretive Dancing 20, or 20 per-
cent, participants.
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NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF I50 STUDENTS
WHO WISH TO CONTINUE VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN COLLEGE
































































NUI.^RER AND PERCENTAGE OF 150 STUDENTS
v:ho v,'ish to continue various
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ^^'HILE IN COLLEGE






































NUIi/IBER AND PERCENTAG-E OF 150 STUDENTS
t;ho would like to learn various
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN COLLEGE










Interpretive Dancing 30 20
Tap Dancing 28 18
Badminton 24 16
Diving 23 15
Modern Dancing 23 15
Table Tennis 20 13
Rifle Shooting 20 13




Folk Dancing 17 11
B’ield Hockey 15 10
Card Games 15 10
Water Polo 14 9
Darts 14 9
Volleyball 13 8
Deck Tennis 13 8
Ice Hockey 13 8
Speedball 12 8
Shuf fleboard 12 8

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF I 50 STUDENTS
WHO WOULD LIKE TO LEARN VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHILE IN COLLEGE




















Cale sthenic s 6 4
Stunts 6 4
Interpretive Dancing.. 5 3
Modern Dancing 4 2
Boxing 3 2
Apparatus 3 2
Horse shoes 2 1
Marching 1

Number and Percentage of 150 Students
Who Would Rather Watch
Various Physical Activities Than Participate in Them.
Basketball ranks highest in this group with 43, or
28 percent, participants; Baseball 42, or 28 percent,
participants; Boxing 43, or 28 percent, participants;
High Jumping 37, or 24 percent, participants; Track 33, or
22 percent, participants; Fencing 25, or 16 percent, par-
ticipants; Golf 20, or 13 percent, participants; Csles-
thenics 20, or 13 percent, participants; Stunts 17, or
11 percent, participants ; Softball 16, or 10 percent,
participants
.
Number and Percentage of 150 Students
Who Would Carry Over Various
Physical Activities into Adult Life.
Tennis heads this group with 71, or 47 percent,
participants ; Card Games 60, or 40 percent, participants;
Social Dancing 59, or 39 percent, participants; Bicycling
52, or 34 percent, participants; Swimming 50, or 33 per-
cent, participants; Hiking 48, or 32 percent, participants
Softball 40, or 26 percent, participants; Walking 39, or
26 percent, participants; Modem Dancing 39, or 26 per-
cent, participants; Table Tennis 34, or 22 percent
participants
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NiaiRER AKD PERCI'.RTAC^E OF I50 STUDEN'^S
WOULD RATHER WATCH
VARIOUS PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES THAW PARTICIPATE IW THEA
Activity No. Partici-oants Per cent
Ba sketball 43 28
Baseball 43 28
Boxing 43 28








Sv7 imm i ng 16 10
Diving 16 10
Box Hockey 16 10
Rifle Shooting 16 10
Handball 15 10
Field ball 14 9
Horse shoes 13 8
Ice Hockey 13 8
Tumbling 13 3






Horseback Riding 10 6
Relays 10 6
Folk Dancing 10 6




NUI'JBER AND PER"i:NTAG-E 0 ? I50 STUDENTS
WOULD FURTHER ’"ATCH
VARIOUS PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES T?fAN PARTICIPATE IN THEM
Activity No. Pnrticioants Per cent
Coastinp 9 5
Water Polo 9 6
Bowling 9 6




































Social Dancing 3 2




NUIiBER AND PERCENTAGE OF I50 STUDENTS
V’OULD CARRY OVER VARIOUS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES INTO ADULT LIFE
Activity No. Part ic inants Per cent
Tennis 71 47
Card Games 60 40
Social Dancing 59 39
Bicycling 52 34
Swimming 50 33
Hiking - 48 32
Softball 26
V.'alking 39 26
Modern Dancing 39 26
Table Tennis 34 22
Horseback Riding 31 20










Internretive Dancing.. 14 9
V.’alt zing 14 9




Sitting up exercises.. 10 6
Relays 10 6
r- I T > • I
rjw '(t * /
NLn'.'RER AND PERGENTACrE OF I 50 STUDERTG
WHO ?'OULD GARH.Y OVER VARIOUS























































Mental hygienists and clinicians attest to the
fact that lack of dominant integrating objectives
is one of the chief causes of poor adjustment in
people, both young and old. Students' needs and
objectives are therefore vital and dynamic factors
in the learning process. Interest is evidence of
objective. Kilpatrick's dictum that "we learn
that which is significant” is another way of say-
ing that meaningful knowledge is applicable knowl-
edge. Research evidence on the permance of learn-
ing supports adequately these statements.
Physical education is, as a social process,
concerned with changes in behavior originating
primarily from participation in big muscle activi-
ties.^
No matter how poor a player one is, or
how young, or how old, against an op-
ponent somewhere near one's own abil-
ity, the rallies are frequent and the
exercise and bodily benefit undeviable.^
^Physical Education
.
Duley Sargent, Chapter 11
^Hedges, E., "Hello Badminton." The Journal of
Health and Physical Education , November, 1930
p. 34.
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The women student body of Johnson C. Smith Uni-
versity is made up mostly of students from Southern
states, therefore, we have the opinions of southern
college women.
As a whole, their health is very good. They are
not handicapped in any way and can be expected to
participate in physical activities.
The students have a pretty fair background of
activities learned in their high schools, homes, and
communities. It vould be a good idea to let them
continue and develop skills in the activities they
feel will be of most benefit to them. Due to their
average economic conditions, they have not spent
enough time in participation to have all ready
developed skills. With proper leadership, their
interests can be developed and they will acquire
the desire and need for physical activities and
non-participators will have the desire to learn and
become participators.
The tables have shown us the activities the
students are familiar with, those they enjoy, those
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those they wish to learn. i*rom this tabulated inform-
ation a good physical education program can be con-
structed to meet most of the desires and needs of all
the women students.
We all have our favorite activities; there are
always some who would rather view as spectators rather
than participate in, but we want to strive to have the tyoe
of program which will create the desire in all students
to want to participate in some kind of physical activity.
An Interest should also be built up within the community
centers to draw the students of all ages and keep them
active mentally as well as physically.
The student should be educated to the fact that
regardless of his or her field, a healthy body builds
a healthy mind and no one can do the ver3/ best in his
field unless the body is well taken care of. This care
should start young with physical stimulation to build
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The first five things on the list of the
recreational preferences of five thousand people
are tennis, swimming, boating, golf, and camping.
^
j?’rom a group of University of Iowa studies
comes an investigation of the activity preferences
of college girls which dovetails well with those
of secondary level. Here again is a clear call for
Instruction in the Individual sports with low rat-
ing given to all forms of formal work. An interest-
ing revelation was the fact that most girls of this
study would Join an athletic club almost entirely
for social reasons.^
^”The Leisure Hours of 5000 People. National Recreation
Association, New York, 193^*
Waggoner, Miriam: "individual Differences in Interests
and Efforts of College Women as Related to a Program of
Physical Education." Supplement to Research Quarterly
21, the A. P. E. A ., October, 1935, p« 9^»
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To stimulate the Interest of the students so that
they will all become willing participants in physical
education activities, I would suggest the following:
1. Give them a variety of activities
so that all may benefit by them.
2. Encourage them to learn well the
activities they suggested they
wished to carry over into adult
life.
3* Revise the program at Johnson C.
Smith University so that those
activities they enjoy most and
those they wish to learn will be
taught under good leadership and
supervision.
4. Because Smith does not have a
swimming pool and because a
large n\imber of the students
wish to learn to swim, some pro-
vision should be made to have
special classes conducted in the
Community Recreation Centers.
5. The community and the University
should become closer united so
that together they might fit the
needs of the students of Charlotte.
6. There should also be a relationship
between the University and the High
Schools submitting the information
found in this study so that from
the High School level, the students
will have proper guidance to fit
his or her needs and interests in
physical activity. This would
bring about a revised and stimu-
lating Physical Education program
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North Carolina.
This study tells us Just what the students want
and don't want in the field of physical activities,
therefore, with this information and cooperation
from all educators, a greater interest will be es-
tablished in the field of Physical Education at
Johnson C. Smith University and neighboring schools.
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2 . Name Age
3 . ^hat High School did you attend?
NAI'^E
City State_^
4. Vhat is you Physical Condition?
Name defect
5» If you are a non-narti cioant in nhysical activities,
nlease state reasons
6. Are you a member of an Athletic club? Phere?
What Kind
7* If activities that you engaged in were not learned in
High School, where v^ere they learned?
8. If you are not interested in Physical Activities, Why?
9- Would you rather be an observer than a participant in
physical activities? Yes ^No ^^^hy?
10.
What activities do you v;ish to continue in adult life?
11.
What are your family activities?
12.
What is your economic condition?
X • c’
.
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Please check 1 2- 3 4
through 1 be-





















































33. “Rater Polo 1















Please check 1 2 I 2 i A
through 1 be- !


















43. Gale s thenics 1
44 . Marching - i !







49 . Tumbling i
50 . Rifle Shooting ; i
51 . Lacrosse
52 . Gamning ; !
53 . Social Dancing
54 . folk Dancing
55 . Modern Dancing
.
: :
56 . Internretive Dancing s
57 . Waltzing i
88. Tao Dancing : !
89- Character Dancing i
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Please check 5 6 7
through 1 be-


























50 . Rifle Shooting
Rl. Cacrosse
52 . Garaning
83 • Social ]J!anclng
54 . Folk Dancing
Modern Dancing
56 . Interpretive Dancing
57 . Waltzing
5-8. Tan Dancing
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